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Abstract
The presented work illustrates a nonlinear model based observer
synthesis for the longitudinal dynamics estimation of a wheelset. This
approach offers some significant improvements, such as an enhanced
adherence to prescribed brake distances and an advanced usability of
the condition based maintenance of brake systems. The investigation
of a single wheelset in a test rig environment enables for example the
usage of an extended set of sensors to reliably validate the observers.
The presented observer design process covers three main steps:
identification of characteristic system disturbances, implementation of
the nonlinear observer dynamics, and parametrization of the observer
via multi-case optimization. Regarding the longitudinal dynamics
the variations of the friction conditions in the wheel-rail interface
and in the interface between brake pads and brake disc have a
crucial influence. Therefore, a parameter estimator and a disturbance
observer are implemented, since these methods allow for a specific
consideration of these disturbances. The received results proof that
the observers accurately estimate the system behavior and provide
reliable information on the longitudinal dynamics.
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Introduction

The trade-off between safety, comfort and wear is an essential aspect of
many research activity that deals with railway technology. 1, 2 Regarding
the longitudinal railway dynamics the wheel-rail interaction strongly
influences all of the three criteria. Current traction and braking systems
like wheel slide and skid protection already ease the trade-off to a certain
extent. 3 The results in Kurzeck et al. 4 demonstrated a great potential of
mechatronic control applications to reduce the wear of wheels and rails
in terms of lateral dynamics. Hence, it is suggested that in the same way
advanced brake control measures might reduce the wear and enhance the
adherence to prescribed brake distances.
Most of these control algorithms require the knowledge of all system
states. However, a direct measurement of all states is usually not feasible
due to technical and economic reasons. Thus, the current longitudinal
dynamics of the railway vehicle have to be determined by an observer
which provides estimated information on each system state. Regarding
the rough operating conditions of railway vehicles and the stringent safety
requirements, the observer synthesis needs to be robust, reliable and
accurate. To implement, test, and validate an observer in this novel field of
application, it is reasonable to firstly restrict the complexity of the system.
Therefore, the observer is designed for a single wheelset on a roller rig 5 ,
what additionally offers the advantage of an extended set of sensors to
reliably validate the observer results. Finally, the observer design process
covers three steps: identification of characteristic system disturbances,
implementation of the nonlinear observer dynamics, and specification as
well as parametrization of the observer.
The paper is organized as follows: The first section presents the
configuration of a wheelset on the ATLAS (Advanced Test Laboratory
for Adhesion based Systems) test rig of Knorr-Bremse in Munich, see
Figure 1. Furthermore, the variations of the relevant parameters for the
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Figure 1. ATLAS test rig of Knorr-Bremse in Munich. 6

longitudinal dynamics of a wheelset are identified, so that the observer
design can systematically consider these parameters. Based on this system
characterization three nonlinear simulation models are implemented, that
are used as reference model and observer models, respectively. The
following section describes two suitable observer methods, namely the
parameter estimator and the disturbance observer. Afterwards, the two
observers are optimized in a multi-case optimization 7 with a set of
measurement data recorded at the ATLAS test rig. In addition, promising
results are illustrated that assure the accuracy, reliability, and robustness
of the observers. The last section draws a conclusion and underlines the
contributions to the field of railway technology research.

Wheelset and test rig environment

The synthesis of a model based observer begins with the identification of
the observed system and its peculiarities. After that the observer models
are implemented that cover exactly these characteristics in a suitable way.
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Mechanical configuration of the sytem

Regarding the wheelset on the roller rig in Figure 1 the system
identification starts with a subdivision of the mechanical set-up into four
main parts:
1. The outer structure serves as mounting and is considered to be fixed
and rigid.
2. The inner structure represents to some extent a bogie frame. It
is linked to the outer frame via two vertical cylinders, which can
actively apply forces and in this way imitate different axle loads.
Furthermore, it is connected with the roller rig housing via two
horizontal, longitudinal cylinders on rail level. These cylinders are
equipped with force sensors, so that they measure an equivalent to
the longitudinal forces in the wheel-rail contact. The fifth cylinder is
laterally mounted and can control a predefined hunting motion.
3. The wheelset is the centerpiece of the test rig and can be equipped
with up to three axle brake units. Although Figure 1 depicts a
driven wheelset, the presented work focuses on an undriven wheelset
affected only by friction brakes.
4. The roller, which is hidden under the test rig floor, imitates the
longitudinal motion of the wheelset, i.e. the roller angular velocity
ωR is proportional to the longitudinal velocity on a real track. By
applying a suitable motor current on the roller, the inertia of an entire
train can be imitated.
Another feature of the ATLAS test rig is the possibility to test the
hard- and software components under realistic and alternating operating
conditions such as rain, wind and different ambient temperatures. 8 These
functionalities are used later on to test the robustness and the reliability of
the observers.
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Figure 2. Relevant forces and positions of the wheelset on the roller rig.

Before the simulation models are implemented the variations of the most
influencing parameters are identified that might significantly affect the
dynamical behavior of the wheelset. Regarding the longitudinal motion,
the relevant parameters are revealed by the moment equilibrium around
the y-axis of the undriven wheelset, see Figure 2,
JW,y · ω̇W =

X
i

F i,|| · |rr B,i | +

X

Fj,x · rW ,

(1)

j

with Fi,|| = µDC,i · Fi,⊥ . The limitation of the longitudinal creep force is
Fj,x,max = µWR,j · Fj,z ,

(2)

with i = 1, ..., 3 for the axle brake unit and j = l, r representing the
left and right wheel. In (1) JW,y , denotes the moment of inertia of the
wheelset around the lateral axis and ωW the angular wheel velocity.


F i,|| = Fi,||,x ; 0; Fi,||,z is the tangential friction force between brake disc
and brake caliper and Fi,⊥ is the normal force. In addition, the forces in the
wheel-rail interface are F j = [Fj,x ; Fj,y ; Fj,z ], with the longitudinal creep
force Fj,x and the normal force Fj,z . The other parameters of (1) and (2)
are listed in Table 1. The nominal values are mean values of different
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wheel radius rW
brake radius |rr B |
COF wheel-rail µWR
COF disc-caliper µDC
wheel load Fj,z

7

nominal abs. variation rel. variation
460 mm
-35 mm
-8 %
300 mm
±15 mm
±5 %
+0.25
+167 %
0.15
-0.1
-67 %
+0.15
+50 %
0.3
-0.2
-67 %
80 kN
±8 kN
±10 %

Table 1. Relevant parameters for the longitudinal dynamics with their maximum variations.

railway configurations and the variations are taken from the technical
specification for interoperability of the European Union Agency for
Railways. 9 Regarding the wheel load the variation describes the difference
between a wagon with and without passengers but neglects the dynamic
wheel load deviation due to track irregularities. The two coefficients of
friction (COF) between wheel and rail as well as between brake discs and
brake calipers show the highest relative variations. Therefore, their impact
on the longitudinal dynamics is taken into account in the assessment
process of the observer method.
Simulation models of the sytem

There are three nonlinear models namely a multibody simulation model
and two observer models. These models vary in the degree of complexity
and, thus, are used for specific purposes. Nevertheless, all variants share
some features. First of all, they are generated using the object-oriented
and equation based modeling language Modelica. 10 Modelica allows for a
multi-physical design of the entire wheelset and test rig system. However,
the influence of the pneumatic and electric components are neglected,
since the focus of this work is on the mechanical interaction between the
hardware components and their estimation. The second common aspect
is that the friction interface between brake disc and brake caliper is
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Figure 3. Longitudinal creep force Fj,x over longitudinal slip sx according to Polach’s contact
formulation. 11

modeled as a linear correlation, see (1). This simplification reduces the
complexity and the computational effort. Another shared property is the
nonlinear formulation of the wheel-rail contact according to Polach. 11
This implementation provides a good trade-off between accuracy and
computational efficiency and works well in acceleration and deceleration
scenarios. The nonlinear relation between the longitudinal creep force
Fj,x and the longitudinal slipsx , presented in Figure 3, results from the
assumption, that µWR decreases for an increasing slip velocity. As the
focus is on the longitudinal dynamics, the lateral creep force as well as the
creep torque are neglected.
Subsequent to the common aspects of the simulation models their
differing properties are illustrated. The first model is a nonlinear
multibody simulation model, see Figure 4. This system serves as a
reference and can be used to simulate scenarios that might not be
realized on the ATLAS test rig, like blocking wheels. The multibody
model comprises all of the four mechanical parts listed above. Thus, it
is composed of eight rigid bodies that have got 21 degrees of freedom
(DOF), see Table 2. The names of the DOFs are related to the coordinate
system shown in Figure 4.
In contrast to the reference system, the second and third model are used
as a basis for the observer synthesis. To reduce the complexity and the
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Figure 4. Detailed 3D multibody model of the wheelset on the test rig.

multibody model full obs. model min. obs. model
xF , yF , zF
bogie frame
zF
αF , βF , γF
wheelset guid.
2 · βG,j
brake unit
3 · (zB,i , βB,i )
βB
xW , yW , zW
wheelset
ωW
ωW
αW , ωW , γW
roller
ωR
ωR
ωR
Table 2. Overview on the bodies and degrees of freedom of the test rig models.

computational effort, both observer models describe the wheelset on the
test rig as a 2D system in the x-z-plane. Furthermore, βF , xF , zB , xW ,
and zW are locked, since they turned out to be insignificant at least in the
test rig environment. In the end, the system with four DOFs is named full
observer model, see Table 2. The minimal observer model additionally
neglects zF and βB , so that only the two angular velocities ωW and ωR
remain as DOFs. The two models are used for two different observer
approaches, which are presented in the following section.
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The reference model is implemented using Modelica multibody
components 10 , while the observer models are analytically formulated as
nonlinear state space systems
xo = f o (x
xo , u),
ẋ

y = C o · xo ,

(3)

with the inputs u ∈ R2×1 , the outputs y ∈ R2×1 , and the system states
x o ∈ Rno ×1 . The index o = f, m denotes whether it is the full or the
minimal observer model. The system inputs u are the brake pressure pB of
the axle brake units and the roller torque τR . The output vector y includes
the angular velocity ωW , which is usually measured in most railway
vehicles. In addition, y includes ωR , which represents the longitudinal
speed on a real track. In modern trains at least a guess value of the
longitudinal speed is usually provided by the wheel slip protection system.
Regarding a running gear with driven wheelsets the presented method
can directly be applied without structural adaptions, if the electrodynamic
drive and brake currents of the motor are measurable. According to the
different DOFs of the observer models the states of the full model are
x f = [zF ; żF ; βB ; β̇B ; ωW ; ωR ] and of the minimal model x m = [ωW ; ωR ].
xo , u) are generated using Lagrange’s
The dynamic vectors f o (x
equations 12
d
dt



∂To
∂q̇q o

T


−

∂To
∂qq o

T


+

∂Vo
∂qq o

T
= Qo,

(4)

with the kinetic energy T o , the potential energy V o , the generalized
forces and torques Qo , and the generalized coordinates q o with their time
derivatives q̇q m = [ωW ; ωR ] and q̇q f = [żF ; β̇B ; ωW ; ωR ]. The calculation of
the terms in (4) is based on the procedure illustrated in Schwarz 13 . In
xo , u ) as well as the
the end, the specification of the system dynamics f o (x
definition of the output vector y are the basis for the observer synthesis.
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Observer synthesis for a disturbed system

After the detailed description of the test rig and wheelset environment
the following subsections focus on the control theoretic methods. First
of all, the observability and the observer principle are described. To
specifically address the identified disturbances, the parameter estimator
and the disturbance observer 16 are presented.

Theoretical background

Before an observer can be reasonably implemented an observability
check of the system (3) is necessary. In a control theoretic context
observability means that the non-measured states can be reconstructed by
the information provided by y . 14 The observability analysis of a linearized
model reveals that only the minimal model is observable for the selected
output vector y = [ωW ; ωR ]. A more strict analysis using nonlinear
observability criteria 15 will be presented in a subsequent publication.
The basic principle of most observers is analog to a feedback control,
where a desired system behavior shall be realized. The difference is that
an observer does not affect the real system but the implemented model
with the observer input u obs
u obs = L · ∆yy ,

with ∆yy = y − ŷ

(5)

that depends on the one hand on the deviation between the real
measurement signals y and the observed outputs ŷ and on the other hand
on the matrix L ∈ Rnobs ×2 . If the feedback u obs is properly defined, it
minimizes ∆yy and in consequence ensures the convergence over time
between the real, usually unknown states x and the observed states x̂
x̂˙ → ẋ ,
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-
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𝒚
Figure 5. Scheme of the parameter estimator.

There are different ways to define the feedback correction, for example
time discrete as well as time continuous Kalman filter methods, which
consider the process noise and the measurement noise. 17
Parameter estimator

In case of the parameter estimation, the full model is used as observer
model, since the observability is not a necessary criterion for this
approach. The feedback correction is
!

T
Z
∆µWR
µ=
u obs,P = ∆µ
= L P · ∆yy , ∆yy dt ,
(7)
∆µDC
with L P ∈ R2×4 and the index P for parameter estimator. The integrated
output deviation is considered to improve the convergence in stationary
brake scenarios. Since u obs,P directly affects the two COFs, the
information on the friction conditions might not only be used for online
control applications during a brake process but also for the long term
condition based monitoring of brake components. However, only the
qualitative information and not the exact values of the COFs should
be consulted, since all disturbances in the system are traced back to
deviations of µWR and µDC . Another restriction is that the input ∆µDC
only has got an effect on the system, if there is a brake demand pB >
0. Furthermore, in scenarios with an almost ideal rolling motion, i.e.
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Figure 6. Scheme of the disturbance observer.

sx = 0, the input ∆µWR does not influence the dynamics either. As
the most relevant longitudinal effects occur precisely during braking
and accelerating phases with sx 6= 0, the described restrictions do not
significantly limit the performance of the parameter estimator.

Disturbance observer

The disturbance observer is the second method that is implemented
and tested in the roller rig environment. 16 In contrast to the parameter
estimator the minimal model is used, since the observability is required
in this case, where also the system states themselves are estimated. The
disturbance observer introduces in a first step the variations ∆µWR and
∆µDC as disturbance states. The second step is to enlarge the state vector
of the minimal observer model by the two disturbance states


x̂ m


x̂D =  ∆µWR  .
(8)
∆µDC
The last step is to extend the system dynamics f m by the disturbance
dynamics g D and add the feedback correction
!

T
Z
x̂
f
(x̂
,
u
)
m
D
x̂D , u , ∆yy ) =
x̂˙ D = f D (x̂
+ L D ∆yy , ∆yy dt , (9)
x̂D , u )
g D (x̂
Prepared using sagej.cls
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with L D ∈ R4×4 . Due to the influence of the feedback correction on the
system states the drawbacks of the parameter estimator during pure roll
phases vanish for the disturbance observer. Besides the parametrization of
L D the definition of g D is an essential part of the observer design. The
best results are received when the dynamic behavior of the disturbances
can analytically be described. However, there is no generally accepted
deterministic description of ∆µWR and ∆µDC due to unpredictable
random influences like water or dirt in the friction interfaces. Therefore,
an exponential function
!
TWR · ∆µWR
gD =
(10)
TDC · ∆µDC
is chosen representing a preferably generic characteristic. The exponential
coefficients TWR and TDC as well as the parameters of L P and L D are
optimized in the time domain, what is shown in the next section.
Observer optimization and test results

Using a numeric optimization for the parametrization is a reliable way
to verify the observer concepts in the new application field of railway
dynamics. The following investigations will systematically address the
stability and robustness analysis of the observers in a control theoretic
sense. Nevertheless, the robustness against different operating conditions
as well as against changing system parameters is targeted in this section by
executing a multi-case optimization 7 . The 14 investigated brake scenario
cases vary in their initial velocities (80, 100, 120 and 160 km
), their brake
h
pressure (1.5, 2.7, 3.6 and 4.2 bar), the friction conditions of the wheelrail and disc-caliper contacts (dry, wet, only brake interface wet and only
single brake interfaces wet) and the direction of the wheelset rotation.
There are different multi-case optimization types, which vary for
example in their calculation of the objective function z. In this work z
Prepared using sagej.cls
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is defined as the maximum value of all case objectives zk
z = maxk (zk ) , with
Z tend,k
1
cW · |∆ωW | + cR · |∆ωR | + cF · |∆Fx | dt.
zk =
tend,k 0

(11)
(12)

The index k = 1, ..., 14 represents the investigated case and tend,k is
the respective test duration. The parameters cW , cR , and cF weight
the absolute deviations between measured and observed variables, e.g.
∆ωW = ωW − ω̂W . Using the maximum value of zk leads to an observer,
that works well in all scenarios. The tuner variables of the optimization
are in case of the parameter estimator the eight values of L P and in case
of the disturbance observer the 16 entries of L D as well as TWR and TDC .
After highlighting some structural aspects of the optimization problem,
the tripartite framework of the simulation and optimization is illustrated
in Figure 7. Firstly, the measurement data recorded at the ATLAS test
rig is provided by look-up tables for each of the 14 optimization cases.
Beside the system input data u and output data y , which are available in a
real application, the longitudinal creep force Fx in the wheel rail contact is
measured in the test rig environment. In the offline simulation environment
the signals u and y are fed into the observer, which calculates the system
information according to (6). This system simulation is executed for each
of the 14 cases and the case objective zk is calculated and temporarily
stored. Finally, to minimize z the optimization algorithm adjusts the tuner
parameters until the stop criterion of the optimization is fulfilled.
Exemplary observer results of an everyday stopping brake application
with dry conditions are pictured in Figure 8. The upper plot shows the
measurement data u and y that are used in the observers. The pressure pB
in the brake cylinders increases almost linearly in the beginning, remains
constant in the middle part and drops as soon as the wheelset and the roller
stop. The lower plot illustrates the force in the wheel-rail contact recorded
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Recorded measurement data

Offline simulation
Observer

𝒚

𝒚
𝑳

ATLAS

∆𝒚

𝒖
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Optimization
minimize 𝑧

stop
optimization

yes

∆𝑧 < 𝜀

𝒛𝑘 , see (18)

no

adjust tuner
parameters

Figure 7. Framework of the multi-case optimization.

at the ATLAS test rig as well as the forces calculated by the observers.
Both observer results perfectly imitate the increasing characteristic of the
brake force over time that comes from an increasing friction coefficient
between brake disc and brake pad. However, at the beginning of the brake
process, when the brake pads and the brake disc firstly contact each other,
there is a short-term oscillation at around t =2 s.
The results of a case with wet conditions shown in Figure 9 confirm
the impressive accuracy of the observers. Again the oscillation at the
beginning of the brake application occurs at about t =1 s, what might
be eased by a rate limitation of the observer feedback. Even when the
wheel-slide protection springs into action at t =8 s the parameter estimator
sufficiently performs. The disturbance observer does not completely reach
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Figure 8. Observer input data (upper) and observer output data (lower) for a brake scenario
with dry conditions.
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Figure 9. Observer results for the brake force Fx in a brake scenario with wet conditions.

the minimum brake force but it catches the two positive peaks before and
after the wheel-slide protection. All in all, the presented results certainly
demonstrate that irrespective of the operating conditions both observers
provide accurately estimated information, which can be used to enhance
the longitudinal behavior.
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Conclusions and contributions

The previous sections give an overview on the observer synthesis for
the longitudinal dynamics estimation of a wheelset. In detail, the setup
of two observer models as well as the optimization of the observer
parameters is described. The presented results show that the observers
accurately estimate the system behavior and provide reliable information
regarding the longitudinal dynamics like the longitudinal wheel-rail force.
Exploiting this information in an advanced control setup facilitates a row
of promising applications to improve safety, comfort and wear all at once.
First of all, the uncertainty of brake distances caused by varying friction
conditions might be minimized, what essentially enhances safety and
comfort. In addition, condition based monitoring devices can be upgraded
to improve the usability of condition based maintenance.
Nevertheless, there are some open tasks that might lead to an even higher
accuracy of the observer results. One aspect is a physically motivated
modeling of the disturbance dynamics g D , for example dependent on
the brake disc temperature or the wheelset rotational velocity. Another
approach is the combination of state and parameter estimation that allows
for a specific consideration of the quickly time-varying states and the
slowly time-varying friction disturbances. 18 Finally, the observers will be
adapted to an entire train system and validated with data from track tests.
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